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What is Geographic Information Systems, GIS?

This article deals with the basics of GIS and digital Visualization and how it is implemented in research and education at
Gotland University. The article  is meant for readers who are new to the concept of GIS and digital visualization. I will also
give some examples of how it can be used in Archaeology. The examples show basic tasks that can be made without the
need to be an expert in computers or quantitative methods. Howewer, to be able to work independently with these tools you
need some understanding and skill in these matters.

To give an exact definition of GIS is hard, since there are so many applications and methods that claim to be GIS. The
Ordnance Survey of Sweden, Lantmäteriet has a, as I think, very usable definition: ”GIS is a computerized information
system for input, processing, storing, analyzing and presenting geographic data. In an operational GIS at least one
database is integrated”. As we can see from this definition, a GIS is very close to an ordinary Information system, with the
geographic dimension added to it . A GIS is concerned mainly with the locational and spatial dimension of the data. In a GIS
you store the position coordinates and the spatial extension of the objects that you study. A GIS is not only the Computers
and Software, it involves people too, both users and technicians. The human side is often neglected. I will talk about this
later in the article.

Vector representation
Let’s start with the ways to represent the spatial
location. There are basically two models for
representing the spatial data. They are the Vector
model and the Raster model. Other models exist,
but these are the two by for most common, and the
only ones that will be presented in this paper. The
Vector model is the most common one and most

used in archaeology. An object in a Vector model is built up by nodes. Nodes are points for which the coordinates (X & Y)
are stored in a node file. You can store it in any coordinate system you want.  If it’s a point object you store the coordinates
for that point.  If it’s a linear object you store all the points where the line changes direction and connect them with a line.
And if it’s an area object you do as with the line, but the starting point is also the ending point. You can also store arcs and
circles. This method is used by all Vector GIS packages on the market. The way to describe object differs a bit from CAD-
packages.

Fig 1a-c. Distribution maps with finds in a section of the Ajvide excavation on Gotland. To the left all finds, in the middle only bones from
pig and to the right only bones from seal. The gray contours are graves. All the finds are stored in a database with coordinates and are
easily imported to the GIS software and then mapped to their right position in the excavation. You search the database for finds with the
attributes you are looking for. The result of the search can then be saved as individual maps/layers. The Ajvide find database contains 12
300 records. The whole process of importing, mapping and performing these queries was done in less then 10 minutes by the author.
Compare this with making these distribution maps by hand.

Fig 1b. Distribution map with only bones from
pig. The database was search for pig bones
and the result saved as a new map.

Fig 1c. Distribution map with only bones from
seal The database was search for seal bones
and the result saved as a new map.

Fig 1a.Distribution map with all finds in the
database.
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The method makes Vector GIS
”scaleless”. The representation
itself can be presented at any scale
without loosing in quality. How-
ever, for practical reasons, most
maps are produced to be used in a
certain scale range. This has to do
with the cartographical problems
of generalization and symbology
One of the strengths of the vector
model is its ability to link large
databases to the objects. You most
often work with SQL, which is the
de facto standard in connection
with databases and you can join
tables, and thus build relational
databases. This means that you can

connect multiple databases to an object. In Archaeology, the vector model is most commonly used for plans over the exca-
vation and to display the find distribution. You can easily create distribution maps over various finds. Fig 1 shows distribu-
tion maps over finds in the Ajvide excavation.

The vector format is best for discrete objects. Discrete objects are objects that are not present everywhere like, archaeologi-
cal finds, roads, houses etc. For a normal excavation the vector data don’t need much storage space. In fig 1a-c we see maps
of finds and graves, which are examples of discrete objects.

A map, or plan, in a Vector system is built up by several layers with different object classes in each layer. It’s like stacking
plastic overhead’s on top of each other.

Raster representation
The other main model for representing
data in a GIS is the Raster model. A
raster layer is built up the same way as
a digital image, with square pixels/
cells, ordered in rows and columns.
The rows and columns can be placed in
a geographic coordinate system, thus
will each pixel/cell have geographic
location. Each pixel/cell has a given
resolution, for example 100 x 100 m or
1x 1 mm. This means that a raster layer
is not scaleless. The information is
stored in a given scale. Unlike the vec-
tor layer, you can normally store only
one attribute per raster layer. The at-
tribute (database field or column) is
stored as a numeric value, the Z-value,
and are displayed in different colors
for visual purposes. The X & Y values
are the coordinate pair. This means that
you need a legend to interpret the in-

formation. Fig 3 shows a raster layer. Since all attributes are stored as numerical values, all operations and analyzes made in
a raster GIS is mathematical operations.

As in the vector format, you store the information in different layers, but in the raster format you can only store one attribute
in each layer. So if you have a large database with lots of attributes you need one layer for each attribute. In a Vector system
you could make a map by stacking the layers on top of each other. This is because the layers are transparent where there are
no objects (or you can make objects transparent). This is not possible with raster layers. You view the attributes, separately.
In most raster systems, you can however display vector layer on top of the raster layer, thus making an understandable map.
Raster layers have their strength when it comes to continuous data like land use, phosphate substance, elevation models etc.

Fig 2. Vector layers with differnt classes of objects in them.

Fig 3. Raster layer with land use on Gotland 1700. The map is zoomed in so you can see tha
individual pixels. The layer has a resolution of 1 hectare. The different land uses have
different numerical values. The numerical values are shown i different colors; 0 = No value,1
= lake or stream, 2 = other use, 3= bog, 4 = grazing land, 5 = meadow, 6= field, 1 =
settlement.
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But some types of analyses are easier or only possible in a raster system, so it is often used for discrete objects too.
When you work with GIS data it is very common that you transform the data between raster- and vector format. Some times
you have the information in vector format, but need to do an analysis in raster, and vice versa.

Raster data tend to take up much storage space. The higher the resolution, the bigger files. The size of the file increases with
the square of the resolution. E.g. a 8-bit raster layer over Gotland with a resolution of 100 m, is about 1 Mb big. If we in-
crease the resolution to 10 m, the file will be over 100 Mb.

GIS in Archaeology and Human geography at Gotland University
GIS is one of the new things that nearly everyone talks about. But what use do we have of it in archaeology? Can’t the old
methods still work? Of course the old analog methods works, but they have a lot of drawbacks compared to using modern
information technology. This not saying that the computerized way is without problems. I will address this later on.

At The Gotland University we give basic courses in GIS for Archaeologists and Human geographers. The objective of the
courses is to give the students shall a basic knowledge of the concept of GIS, cartography and databases and be able to do
basic tasks. We don’t want “button-pushers”, but rather students who can work independently with the data. At the moment
we mainly use two different software, namely MapInfo for vector layers, Idrisi32 for Raster layers. More advanced analysis
involves moving data between the two platforms and several other specialized programs for other tasks, e.g. PhotoShop,
Surfer, MapTrans, Illustrator. This means that you need some understanding of file formats, cartography and basic computer
skills. This is where we have our biggest problems with the students. Many of them don’t have the basic understanding of
how to work with computers, and a lot of time must be spent to teach the fundamentals. This is sometimes hard to achieve
with the time at our disposal. To really grasp the concept of GIS and to be able of working independently with the data takes
a lot of practice and knowledge in various disciplines. At our longer course “ Archaeological visualization” that runs over
one semester (5 months), its very satisfactory to see the progress the students do in their ability to work with computers as a
tool, and other skills and thus being able to solve different problems by themselves.

In some of the courses the students also learn the basics in working with digital imagery and field measurements with Elec-
tronic distance meters (Total Stations) and GPS. They can import their own data in to the GIS software for further process-
ing. These are the courses given in GIS for Archaeologists and Human geographers at the Gotland university 2003:

Basic GIS Human geography 3 weeks
GIS 1 for humanist’s and social scientist’s 5 weeks
GIS 2 for humanist’s and social scientist’s 5 weeks
Archaeological visualization Archaeology 20 weeks
Advanced Archaeological Field Methodology Archaeology 10 weeks

Beside these longer courses the students are offered shorter exercises with GIS in various other courses and disciplines.
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Excavation and Intra-site use
 I will start with describing how we work in our excavations, in an Intra-site situation.  The text in fig 1 describes an ex-
ample of how easy it is to make maps over the find distribution of different finds in a GIS and combine them with digital
plans and drawings from the excavation. In fig 1 we see the graves and trenches. The trenches are measured with Total
Station and the measurements imported into MapInfo. The graves are vectorized from a vertical digital images that are
transformed using so called rubber-sheeting, and georeferenced into the coordinate system used at Ajvide. Thus, the image
is turned into a true plan over the grave. The application we use for this is Idrisi32. When the image is opened in MapInfo,
the image is shown at its exact position in the excavation. The image is then vectorized by hand. There are applications on
the market for automatic tracing, but my experience is that they work poorly on this kind of images. The result is an vector
drawing of the grave, fig 4.

The finds are all registered in a database with the coordinates. The position is measured with a Total Station. The database is
easily imported to MapInfo and plotted to their right position, see fig 1. The trenches and all other measurements are also
done with Total Station and transferred to MapInfo. Once all the data are in the GIS system its easy to do various analysis,
all depending on what problem you want to solve. Since a true GIS has full database capabilities its very easy to get all
kinds of statistics in the map. There are various ways to present it in Thematic maps. E.g. Bar charts, Pie charts, Histograms.
In fig 5 we can se a Choropleth map over the number of finds per square meter in the Fröjel excavation in 1998.

All kinds of intra site calculations and searches can be done. You can calculate the distances between different finds and find
the ones in a specified range or the closest ones. You can aggregate the data at different levels and seek for spatial relation-
ships, etc., etc. The possibilities are very many, and its more your knowledge in quantitative and spatial methods that sets the
limit, then the system.

Fig 5. Thematic map over the number of finds per Square meter in one of the trenches in the
Fröjel excavation in 1998.

Fig 4. A grave from the Ajvide excavation. The grave is photographed vertically with a digital camera. In the picture there are 6
controlpoints, that are used in the rubber-sheet transformation. The position of the controlpoints are measuered with a Total Station. After
the transformation the image has a true scale and is placed in it’s exact place in the excavation and can be vectorized (the red lines) in true
scale. The left picture shows the image and the vector plan. The right picture shows only the vector plan.
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Survey and Landscape-analysis

Some analysis that are common in archaeol-
ogy is View-shed analysis and Predictive
modeling. View shed analysis means that
you calculate the visibility from a certain
object or objects. If I stand here what do I
see of the landscape and what is hidden for
me?

Predictive modeling means that you from
the things you know about the situation of
an object or site, predicts where the largest
likelihood is to find similar ones. Criteria’s
you put in your prediction model can be
vicinity to water, vicinity to other sites,
slope, aspect and other environmental
variables

To search for sites or objects that are
situated in a specific place is very useful in
Archaeology. You might want to find all
Stone Age sites that are situated in an
altitude between 10 and 20 meters on a
southern slope, not sloping more then 10
degrees and no longer then 2 km from the
shore? That is easy to accomplish in GIS
with the right set of data. The search
capabilities are endless.

Land use analysis
In Sweden, and especially on Gotland, we
have a very good source material in old
cadastral maps. Normally we have five
different time horizons for every farm,
spanning from late 1600’s to 1970’s. These
maps are a rich source for archaeological
and land use macro surveys and analysis.

In a GIS you can, in the same way you use
the vertical images in an excavation, use the
historical maps. With the use of control
points you can get the old maps in the same
coordinate system and thus create different
time layers over an area.

With the old maps in a GIS you can do
many types of analysis. I will show some of
the analysis we have done here at the
Gotland University. One of the more
obvious things to analyze is the change in
land use over time.

In fig 7, we see the result of such an
analysis, made by some students. It shows
the land that was cultivated in 1700 and is
cultivated today, what is closed-down and
was is taken up for cultivation after 1700.

Fig 7. The changes of the cultivated land in the Uggarde area on Gotland. This analysis
was made by students in the course Man and Landscape in 1999.

Fig 6. An historic map overlay over the farm Uggarde on Gotland. The overlay is made
up by the cadastral maps from 1700 and 1876 and the modern digital economic map
and the Anciant remains Database of Gotland. The old cadastral maps are rubber-sheet
transformed and geocoded into the modern Swedish National Grid, RT 90. In the image
we can see the land use of 1700 and 1876 and the modern roads, houses etc. There
are several big bronze age mounds in the area. By the number 1 & 2 we can se two
iheaps of stone in the 1876 map, that are not registered in the ancient remains
database, and the are not visible today. They might be two additionell moundswhich
have been removed during the 20 th century.
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Neighborhood analysis

Finally I  want to give an example of how you can use GIS as a tool in other kinds of analysis, that are not obviously
quantitative.  I can not, in this short article, describe the theories and methods we used in full. I only want to use this
research as an illustration of the type of problems that a GIS can be a tool in and of assistance to solve.

Associate professor Sven-Olof Lindquist and the author has made GIS analysis on the Christianizing process on Gotland.
The theories for the analysis is based on work made by Sven-Olof Lindquist in the 70’s. Back then he did not have access to
GIS and could only do some minor studies. We have now made these studies in full-scale on the entire island. The time it
took for us to do the full-scale analysis in GIS, was far less then the time it took Sven-Olof Lindquist to do his preliminary
studies in the 70’s. We have not fully completed the study and all the conclusions.

The basic theory is that the Christianizing process and erection of the
churches is more likely a collective decision, having been sprung from the
farmers and individuals, if the churches are placed in a central location
compared to the farmsteads. If some wealthy individual had funded and
decided on building the church, the church would have been placed
without consideration to other farms. Lindquist hypothesis is that; if the
centre of gravity for all the farmsteads in a parish is close to the church,
then the erection of the church supports the theory for a collective deci-
sion. The study, based on Lindquist earlier studies, began with looking at
the borders of the parishes and how they are drawn compared to the
churches. This was made, based on the same theory that farms should be
in the parish belonging to the closest church.

Fig 10. Graph over the distances between each
parish’s centre of gravity of the farms and the
church.

Fig 9. The difference between the theoretically
best division of the parishes on Gotland and
the actual. The red (or greyish) areasare the
difference and the black points are the farms
that fall within that area.

Fig 11. Map of all the distances between  each
parish’s centre of gravity of the farms and the
church
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The first question we had was; Do all the farms belong to the ”right” parish? This meaning if the closest church was the
church of the parish they belonged. This was done by creating Thiessen polygons around all the churches to get the theoreti-
cally best division of the parishes and then compare it with the actual division of the parishes to get all the areas where the
two did not fit. In these areas we then search for all the farms situated there. We found that less then 8 % of all farms where
in these areas, fig 9.

The next thing was to calculate the centre of gravity for all farms in each parish and calculate the distance between that point
and the church. Then, finally, calculate the distance between that centre point and the church, fig 10. For visual purposes we
also drew a circle around the church with the distance as radius, fig 11.

The conclusions you can draw from this analysis is that it does not contradict Lindquist hypothesis. We are not yet com-
pleted with the work. We will continue with trying to explain the parishes, which does not fit the model.

Problems and users
In the begin of the article I mentioned that using modern information technology in Archaeology is not with out problems
and that the user aspect is often neglected. I will here say a few word in these matters.

As every experienced field archaeologist know, no excavation is without errors. In an ”old-fashion” excavation you know
that these errors exist, but they are hard to find, if they ever can be found. When you excavate in an digital fashion some of
the errors becomes very evident and you have to work out routines to deal with them. In a digital plan you see very clearly
that the trenches are not straight and a square meter is not always a square meter. The sides of the trenches are not vertical.
The coordinates end up outside the trench, the find number you gave the find already exist etc., etc.

Beside that many errors that you previously knew where there becomes something you have to tackle, modern information
technology introduces new problems. The hardware faults, software has bugs, more advanced technical equipment is
needed. This means that you have to have skills in the field to tackle all these problems. The problems are often not so
severe that you need a computer engineer in the field, but you need someone that knows their way around computers and all
the equipment well.

Also the common archaeologists, both in field work and in post-excavation work, need new skills. We have seen that many
of our archaeology students, that have taken some of our GIS-courses, have much easier getting an excavation job, due to
there knowledge in Total Station, GIS and are trained in the use of computers as a field tool. This is not only true in the field
of archaeology, but in society as a whole.

If you want to be more then just a button-pusher and be able to set up your own applications and problems to solve, you
need a lot of practice. The GIS software itself and all the other disciplines you need to know something about to operate
them, like basic geodesy, cartography, quantitative methods, basic statistics etc., takes time to learn. To learn how to do
some basic tasks, doesn’t take more time to learn, then a basic word processor, but to be independent takes time.

The time and money you need to invest in the users are often neglected when you want to go digital. The budget often only
contains the cost of hardware and software, not the support and training of the end users.
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Visualization in Archaeology and Building restauration
Since the rapid development of various multimedia tools for computers, the visualization of the results of scientific
research are becoming more and more common. The most common form is different types of computer graphics,
video and 3D.  Many GIS tools have today built-in capabilities for making digital video, 3D and other means for
visualizing the results of any analysis. The issue of visualization of scientific results is not new, its the tools that are
new. In the pre-computer era it was achieved with physical models, drawings and full-scale reconstructions. To day
you make the same things, and much more, but you do it in a virtual world. This has its advantages and drawbacks.
Sometimes it can give a more vivid illustration to a visualization and sometimes a reconstruction is better. For
example a 3D model of a bigger site is preferable than a model. In the 3D scene you can make walk-through’s and let
the viewer control what he/she want to see. To do this with a reconstruction would cost an enormous amount of
money. The 3D model can also easily be distributed via Internet, CD-rom/DVD, TV etc. With The virtual model you
can have the whole world as an audience. This is of course also true not only for reconstruction. With a model you
can distribute e.g. Colosseum to an audience that don’t have the means or chance to go to Rome. It can not compete
with the real thing, but it beats still pictures and in the virtual Colosseum you can reconstruct it to its former glory
and give it life. The modern digital visualization is a new media for musialization of sites, buildings and artifacts.

Visualization is not only a matter of getting your scien-
tific results out to a bigger audience, it’s also a very
useful tool in the scientific process itself. It can help the
scientist to get a better understanding of the problem.
Sometimes you don’t see the forest for all the trees. A
visualization can help in getting the overall picture. It can
also be useful for trying out different approaches and
theories.

As I mentioned above many GIS packages has built in
visualization tools for creating 3D models and videos, but
also much of the direct GIS output; the maps, thematic
maps, diagrams etc., must bee seen as a form of visualiza-
tion.

3D-modeling
When you work in dedicated Visualization tools, like
PhotoShop, Illustrator, 3D Studio Max or Director, the
starting point and base material is often data derived from
GIS applications. In fig 12 we see a scene from the 3D
reconstruction of the Ajvide settlement and grave field.
The base data are the different GIS layers (maps). All the
graves, post holes, elevation models etc. are produced in
different GIS packages and then exported as DXF-files to
3D studio Max and PhotoShop, where the actual model-
ing is done. In the 3D-models over Ajvide and
Carrowmore everything is in exactly the same spot as it
was found in the field. In fig 13 we see a similar scene
made of Carrowmore on Ireland.

Sometimes you have to use ”tricks” and manipulate the
data a bit to get the right visual effect. For example very
often you have to exaggerate the elevation differences in
flatter terrains, to be able to see any height deferences at
all.

Its not only when modeling whole landscapes or reconstructions of bigger objects that 3D visualization is very
useful, also for modeling artifacts, especially with the technique we teach in our 3D course for archaeologist. It is the
same technique used in most computer games. This means building ”light” 3D objects and drape textures derived
from ordinary digital images to get the surface of the object. The wireframe model and the finished objects are seen

Fig 12. An image renderd from the 3D scene created as an
interpretation of the Ajvide stone age settlement and grave field.
The 3D scene is made by Anders Wikström, Gotland University.

Fig 13. An image from the 3D scene of Carrowmore in Irland. All
the stones in the graves are at the exactly the same place the
where found in the excavation.The 3D scene is made by Anders
Wikström, Gotland University.
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in fig 14, 15 and 16. When you use this method you can use the actual material
from the site or artefact. The objects can then be shown interactively on the
Internet. The viewers from all around the world can zoom, spin and turn the
object at their own will. With the use of a 3D scanner the 3D model itself can be
made an exact replica of the object.

As mentioned before a visualization can help the scientist in his work in various
ways. In a 3D-model you can measure and view from angles that would be hard
or impossible in the real world. For example, in the computer you can compare
objects in a manner that is not else possible.

For Building restoration, this would be very useful for trying out different options
and theories how to restore a building. The author has, without being an expert in
these matters, made a model of a house to try out different solutions, mostly
colors. At the moment our Visualization courses are not open for students in

Building restoration,
but well advanced
plans are developed
to do so.

The data input can
come from various
sources. As men-
tioned before, GIS
data is often the
base, but also
ordinary scanned
images, aerial
photos, scanned
plans and measure-
ments from
totalstations or
manually made
ones.

The modeling i 3D
visualization
packages is made in
so called wire-frame
skeletons. Most often start from a basic geometric
figure; a box, a sphere, a ball etc, and alter them to the
desired shape. There are no problems importing 3D-
files from CAD-systems that you can have as a start for
your model. You can also key-in measurements to get
things in there right place. When the wire-frame model
is ready, you drape images, textures on the wire frame
to get the right surface. You have very good control
over this and can get the exact look you want. You can
have multiple surfaces on an object. In, fig 14 and 15
we see a house as wire frame and with texture.

Fig 16.  Renderd images and the
wireframe from  3D models of a flint
axe (upper) and a fish hook of bone
found at Ajvide. The surfaces of the
3D objects are images of the real
objects surface. This makes these
models as close to the real thing you
can get. The objects are made by
Susanne Jönsson at Gotland
University.

Fig 15. The same model as in fig 14, but this time with the texture
visible. The textures are all the origanal meterials from the house
in the form of digital images. In this model the original materials,
the rough-cast, from the house are used, but they could easiely
have been change to others to see how it would look with e.g. fair-
faced plaster with a different pigment.

Fig 14. A wireframe of a  house, made in 3D Studio Max.
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Academic issues
The basic academic problems with virtual models and reconstruction are no different from the ones with traditional
methods. We have to face all things we really don’t now much about. In  Scandinavian archaeology, where we mostly
only find the post holes from the buildings, we have to do more or less qualified guesses and assumptions when
reconstructing buildings. What kind of roof did they use? How did the connect the logs? etc., etc.  An other big issue
when modeling whole landscapes are the vegetation. Was it forest here 1000 years ago or not? How did that look in
that case? To solve all of these question we have to get as much information as we can from different sources. There
is one advantage in the virtual world. If we don’t know one detail, we can leave it out, the building will still hold
together!

We will never reach the truth, but we can do better models, the more time we spend on these questions. As scholars
we are the best ones to try to tackle these issues. Of course we open ourselves to criticism from others, but that can
lead to a fruitful debate. We can always alter the 3D-model, when we reach new knowledge.

Summery and conclusions

In this article I have showed som basic ways that we, as archaeologists and building restorers, can use GIS and
Digital visualization, as a tool in our work and as a mean for reaching an audience for our results. I have talked about
the two major GIS models, the Vector model and  the Raster models and explained the benefits and drawbacks for
each model. I have given som examples on how you can use GIS in different situations, like excavations, intra-site
analasys, survey, land-use analysis and also in hypothesis testing of non-quantative problems. I have also showed
some examples of how usefull 3D visualization can be in building restauration and for musialization of sites,
buildings and artifacts. The examples are based on what we have done at the Gotland University, but as in all re-
search it is only your imagination and skill that set the limit. I have stressed that this process is not without problems
and that it takes time to learn.

The modern society moves more and more towards computerized solutions. The Humanites and other non-technical
diciplines can not stand passive and stick to the ”old” ways, we have to adopt the new ways and develop our own
applications. The use of GIS and digital visualization tools in Archaeology and Building restauration and other
diciplines is not the magic box that will solve all the problems. Information technology will help in solving problems
and making things easier, in most cases. The use of information technology calls for new skills and new approaches,
and sometimes also creates new problems to tackle. The biggest challenge we have in the near future is to achieve the
necessary skills. Some are maybe too old to learn the new skills required, but we need to train ourselves and
esspesially the next generation.


